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Explore the world safely
It is so fun (and healthy) to explore the world by bike. To
experience adventures with your child, feel the wind blow
through your hair and feel the sun on your face.
All this with your baby safe & secure in a Bobike bicycle
safety seat.

we move the future
2022 collection
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about
bobike
bicycle safety seats

Are you ready
to start exploring?
Bobike has a fast collection of products to support your
adventures safely in style and to introduce your children to a
happy and healthy lifestyle in a fun and playful manner.

Bobike has been developing, designing, and producing safety
seats since 1978.
Bobike’s bicycle safety seats are designed in the Netherlands,
produced in Europe, and can be recognized by their stylish,
modern look. Bobike’s safety seats have won several awards,
including an iF Design Award.

Unmistakably Bobike
And when you use a product that often, we believe it should look
damn good.
That’s why the Bobike collection is continuously updated. Our
designers have a passion for fashion and interior design. They
closely follow trends to make sure our safety seats perfectly
match the bikes currently in the market. This shows in the colors
we use and in the details you ﬁnd in our safety seats which make
them unmistakably Bobike.
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we care
about the future
reducing our ecological footprint

Taking the “right” steps
In all production processes, the waste of materials is
inevitable, so it’s our role to manage them more sustainably,
transforming internal waste into new materials through
recycling, helping to preserve and protect the planet earth.

CO 2

-4% water
consumption

-13%
in waste

-7% in
electricity

At Bobike we care about the environment, so we are working
to reduce, reuse, and recycling our waste, always maintaining
our commitment to quality, innovation, technology, and
above all, with people.
We all have a huge role in an increasingly sustainable life.
Year after year, we focus on reducing our ecological footprint.
We are also investing in solar panels, with the expectation
of being more efficient and further reducing energy
consumption.

-10% in CO2
emission

2020 - Bobike less environment impact

Green materials
We are also developing new concepts to be a model for future
products, such as using even more bio-based materials like
sugarcane.
The new Bobike Sleep Roll is made of a renewable bio-based
material. Made with 50% sugarcane it is a more sustainable
and environmentally friendly option. Sugarcane is the main
source of sugar in the world and is also important in the

production of renewable energy and bio-based materials. It
captures and ﬁxes CO2 from the atmosphere at each annual
growth cycle. Sugarcane cultivation is naturally irrigated
by the rains in the producing regions and measures are
implemented to ensure that its cultivation does not threaten
the main areas of biodiversity.

sugarcane
a renewable resource

CO 2

reduction of
greenhouse gas
emissions
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maintenance of
biodiversity

lower water
consumption

Bobike one eco
Currently, some non-structural products contain already 100%
recyclable material.
But with the goal to make all the range more sustainable we´ve
redeﬁned our production processes to make the One® the ﬁrst
sustainable seat in the range.
The One® Eco version incorporates in the shell 30% of recycled
material (ration in accordance to keep the same current product test
performance!), and all our One® seats are using 100% of recycled
materials in some non-structural components – like back covers.

Green packaging
We are renewing the entire brand packaging, making it even more
sustainable and efficient by not using disposable materials (adhesive
tape, plastic bags, cardboard…). We´ve started in the One® by
removing an average of 250g disposable items per seat.
Seems like nothing, but if you do the math, in 1000
seats we saved 250kg of disposable materials.
Bobike packaging is 100% recyclable and
reusable, so we are encouraging our
customers to give Bobike packaging a
second life. Bobike is using certiﬁed
paper of sustainable origin (FSC®)
and reducing printable areas by
using less ink.
Step by step we are making
efforts to transform bobike
into a 100% sustainable
brand.
And this is only what you can
see, since we are proceeding
with major changes at the
development, production
and in our own facilities to
become more sustainable.

30%

recycled material
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we take safety
seriously
bicycle safety seats
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At Bobike,
we live and
breathe safety.
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It might not be the coolest thing to do, but you’ll appreciate us
for it. Quality control, performance analysis, and safety tests
are the most important parts of product development.

Although Bobike offers several different models of safety
seats, our focus when designing a seat is always the safety of
the child that will be transported in the seat.

Of course, we comply with all legal requirements and meet
the highest industry standards, but we don’t stop there.

Which is why every single Bobike
model features a double-walled
construction.

We have built our own modern quality control center with all
the technology required to ensure that our products comply
with the standards imposed by regulatory bodies.

But when we test, we
double the standard.
It’s how we roll.

A double-walled
construction consists of
two sturdy walls.
The inner-wall that is in contact with the child’s back, is slightly
softer to ensure a comfortable ride. The outer-wall is more
sturdy and rigid and is designed in order to create a void
between the two walls and therefore the child.
If the seat gets impacted, it won’t touch the child.
We often talk about double-walled safety, a feature that is
unique to Bobike, and hopefully, now you understand what
we mean. But if you care as much about your child’s safety as
we do, you only need to remember one thing; Bobike.
For more information on double-walled safety, visit:
https://Bobike.com/en/page/we-take-safety-serious
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2x
double walled

+
2x
double safety

=
2x
double love
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bobike bicycle
safety seats
the bobike
2022 collection
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what do you need?
how to choose my seat

child

seat

bicycle

weight / height / age

front / rear mount

required features

child weight
maximum
15 kg / 33 lb

standard
Ø 22-32 mm
0,87-1,26 ”
MTB 1-1/8 ”

child height
maximum
93 cm / 36,61 ”

FRONT SEAT
ﬁts round
head tubes
1,38 / 35 mm ”

child age
recommended
9 months - 3 years

Bobike Go® mini + windscreen (optional)
page 16 / page 20

REAR SEAT
FOR CARRIER

one® & exclusive
120 - 175 mm | 4,72 - 6,89 ”
Go® 120 - 185 mm | 4,72 - 7,28 ”
carrier load capacity
minimum 27 kg | 59 lb
Ø 10 to 16 mm
0,39 to 0,63 ”

child weight
maximum
22 kg / 48,5 lb

Bobike Go® carrier
child height
maximum
110 cm / 43,31”

page 22
or

child age
recommended
9 months - 6 years
ﬁts round seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm / 1,10 - 1,57”

REAR SEAT
FOR FRAME

one® & exclusive
80 mm / 3,15 ”
Go®
105 mm / 14,13 ”

Bobike Go® frame
page 22

child weight
maximum
≤ 35 kg / 77.16 lb
child height
minimum
110 cm / 43,31”

ﬁts round seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm / 1,10 - 1,57”

REAR SEAT
FOR FRAME
80 mm / 3,15 ”

child age
recommended
above 6 years
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one®

one® mini + windscreen (optional)

exclusive plus

classic junior plus

exclusive mini plus + windscreen (optional)

page 36 / page 40

page 52 / page 58

one® maxi E-BD

exclusive maxi plus carrier

exclusive tour plus carrier

page 42

page 58

page 62

one® maxi 1P & E-BD

exclusive maxi plus frame

exclusive tour plus frame

page 42

page 58

page 62

Classic Junior Plus
page 70
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®

Go

Bobike Go® 2022

The Bobike Go® was speciﬁcally designed for the
international market. The extra protective expanded
shell offers optimum protection in countries where
separated bike paths are not the standard. The Go® is
an easy-to-use safety seat perfect for a versatile family
that is ready to tackle their daily commute. The Bobike
Go® is available in 5 lovely pastel shades.

Are you
dreaming of
a more active
life with your
family?
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Go® follow your
dreams

16

Go® mini

17

Go® mini

front bicycle safety seat

The Bobike Go® Mini is a bicycle safety seat
that can be mounted on the front of your
bike. Mounting material for smaller and
wider steering tubes is included. An adapter
is available for mounting the seat on a bicycle
equipped with an A-headset.

ﬁts round
head tubes
35 mm / 1,38 ”

product dimensions
630 x 380 x 260 mm
24,8 x 14,96 x 10,24 ”

child height
maximum
93 cm / 36,61 ”

standard
Ø 22-32 mm
0,87-1,26 ”
MTB 1-1/8 ”

product weight
2890 g / 6,37 lb

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

(mounting kit included)

tool
included

child weight
maximum
15 kg / 33 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 3 years

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Easy-click buckle that can be operated using one hand.
Easily adjustable 3-point seatbelt.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Waterproof and comfortable cushion.
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
Adjustable seatbelt in 3-points.
Removable cushion for an easy replacement.

other features
Mounting block suitable for either smaller or larger - diameter
tubes.
Assembly tool included.
Matching windscreen & helmet available.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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Go® mini

lemon so
sorbet
bet
8012500001
8012500
01

vanilla cup cake
8012500002

cotton candy pink
8012500004

marshmallow mint
8012500003

macaron grey
8012500005

19

Go® windscreen

to match your Bobike Go® mini seat

The Bobike Go® windscreen is made out of a sturdy, shockproof and fully transparent material.
The Windscreen’s soft, lovely colors match perfectly with the Bobike Go® mini safety seat. The windscreen is placed in the
mounting bracket of your Bobike Go® mini. The windscreen can also be used in combination with the Bobike A-headset adapter.

product dimensions
577 x 394 mm
22,72 x 15,51 ”

product weight
1271 g / 2,80 lb
(mounting kit included)

tool
not included

other features
Extended polycarbonate screen.
Adjustable angle positioning.
Colors available to match the Bobike Go® mini.
Note: Bracket and tools not included.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

cotton candy pink
8015600004

lemon sorbet
8015600001
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vanilla cup cake
8015600002

marshmallow mint
8015600003

macaron grey
8015600005

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.

Go® mini

Go® mini spare parts

to replace a lost or damaged part of your Bobike Go® mini seat

A-headset Adapter - accessory
With this adapter, you can easily mount a Bobike safety seat on a bike with an A-headset. An adjustable stem
remains usable, and the display or controller of an electric bike can also stay in place. The required installation
space is only 4mm.
Ref. 8015300139

Mini Combination Lock - accessory
Extra security and protection for your Bobike front seat or windscreen. The combination lock is easy to install
(see website for video guide) and ﬁts through the hole in the steel leg under the mounting block.
Ref. 8015300205

Universal Bracket
This mounting bracket is already included when you purchase a Bobike mini seat. If you want an additional
bracket or need a replacement, this is the spare part you need. This bracket ﬁts standard steering tubes
Ø 22 to 32 mm and MTB bikes steering tubes: 1-1/8”. Meets EN14344 safety standard. The measurements
of the universal bracket are: 10 x 8 x 3,5 cm or 3,94 x 3,15 x 1,38” (W x D x H).
Ref. 8015300043

Footrests
Replacement footrests for the Bobike Go® mini.
Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300146

Steel Windscreen Bar
Replacement windscreen attachment bar for your Bobike Go® mini + windscreen. The bar ﬁts in the same
assembly block that is used to mount the seat as well as in the A-headset adapter. Improved for better stability.
Ref. 8015300215

Bobike Go® Cushion
Replacement waterproof soft cushion for the Bobike Go® mini.
Ref. 8015300237
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Go® follow
your dreams

22

Go® maxi

23

Go® maxi

rear bicycle safety seat for carrier or frame mount

The carrier mounting system is completely
integrated into the seat. It is supplied fully
assembled and can be used straight out of the
box. The seat can be moved back and forth to
be adjusted according to any carrier and child
size. Carrier mounting system compatible with
carriers, in accordance with ISO 11243.

The frame mounting system features a
safety holder with green indicators, providing
a visual sign when the seat is properly
installed. The seat system allows moving the
seat backward and forward in 3 positions,
according to child and bicycle size. Fits round
tubes and was designed to accommodate
the brake cable, preventing it from being
pinched. Fits bicycles with and without carriers.

120 - 185 mm
4,72 - 7,28 ”
carrier load capacity
minimum 27 kg | 59 lb

only for
carriers

105 mm
14,13 ”

only for
frames

product dimensions
864 x 408 x 273 mm
34,02 x 16,06 x 10,75 ”

Ø 10 - 16 mm
Ø 0,39 - 0,63 ”

ﬁts round
seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm
Ø 1,10 - 1,57”

product weight
carrier:
3215 g / 7,09 lb
frame:
4470 g / 9,85 lb

no tools
needed

tool
included

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

(mounting kit included)

child height
maximum
110 cm / 43,31”

child weight
maximum
22 kg / 48,5 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 6 years

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Easy-click buckle that can be operated using one hand.
Large foot guard, preventing contact with the wheel.
Extra security frame belt.
Rear reﬂective decal - increased visibility in poor light conditions.
Adjustable 3-point safety belt.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
Waterproof and comfortable cushion.
Removable cushion for an easy replacement.
Ability to place the belt in 2 height positions.

other features
Increased protective expanded shell.
Expanded lateral protection.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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Go® maxi

marshmallow mint
carrier / 8012300003
frame / 8012400003

lemon sorbet

vanilla cup cake

macaron grey

cotton candy pink

carrier / 8012300001
frame / 8012400001

carrier / 8012300002
frame / 8012400002

carrier / 8012300005
frame / 8012400005

carrier / 8012300004
frame / 8012400004
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Go® maxi spare parts
to replace a lost or damaged part of your Bobike Go® maxi seat

Safety Frame Holder
The ideal spare part if you want to use the Bobike Go® maxi frame mount on two different bicycles.
Ideal for commuting. Fits frames from Ø28 to 40 mm. Requires 105mm mounting space on the seat tube to
be installed. Fits round tubes, and was designed to accommodate the brake cable, preventing it from being
pinched. Inside, a rubber pad will also prevent the frame from getting damaged. Tools included.
Ref. 8015300194

Maxi Combination Lock
Extra security and protection for your Bobike seat, now available as a spare part. The combination lock is easy
to install (see website for video guide) and ﬁts through the little hole in the footrest part of your Bobike Go® rear
seat. Length - 85 cm.
Ref. 8015300206

Footrests
Replacement footrests for the Bobike Go® maxi. Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300175

Safety Belt
Replacement safety belt for the Bobike Go® maxi. Safety buckle that can be operated with one hand, is
included. No tools needed.
Ref. 8015300195

Cushion
Replacement cushion for the Bobike Go® maxi. Waterproof and comfortable.
Ref. 8015300196

Metal Mounting Bar for frame
Replacement Metal Mounting Bar for your Go® frame’s seat. This Metal Mounting Bar also ﬁts in the same
assembly block used to mount the Go® frame’s seat. This Metal Mounting Bar complies with the EN 14344
safety standards and is suitable for 26” to 28” bikes.
Ref. 8015300213

Metal Mounting Bar for Small Frames and 29ers
The ideal solution for bikes with small frames or 29’’ wheels.
This bar pushes the seat up and back to be placed in a position that will not touch the wheel. For full assembly
you also need the safety frame holder spare part. Only available as a spare part for Go® frames.
Ref. 8015300218
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Go follow
your dreams
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Go® helmets
safety helmets xxs, xs & s

Offer your baby extra protection with a helmet that matches the Go® safety seats perfectly. The Go® helmet features several
vents (xxs-6 vents/xs and s-9 vents) to keep your baby’s head cool and a bug net that provides protection against ﬂying insects.
The Easy-Lock system lets you easily adjust the helmet to the correct size and the reﬂective safety decals ensure that your
baby is visible when it is dark out. Standards EU regulation 2016/425 EN1078.

cephalic perimeter
XXS 44-48 cm / 17,31-18,89”
XS 46-53 cm / 18,11-20,86”
S 52-56 cm / 20,47-22,05”

product weight
XXS 190 g / 0,42lb
XS 230 g / 0,50lb
S 235 g / 0,51lb

xxs helmet

cotton candy pink
8740200057

vanilla cup cake
8740200055

marshmallow mint
8740200056

vanilla cup cake
8740200041

cotton candy pink
8740200043

vanilla cup cake
8740300037

cotton candy pink
8740300039

macaron grey
8740200058

lemon sorbet
8740200059

xs helmet

marshmallow mint
8740200042

macaron grey
8740200044

lemon sorbet
8740200040

s helmet

lemon sorbet
8740300036

macaron grey
8740300040

marshmallow mint
8740300038
packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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Go® follow
your dreams
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one

Bobike one® 2022 novelties

one® eco
The best compromise between
sustainability and safety.

The entire bobike one®
range is greener.
Without compromising safety and keeping the same
standards, all Bobike One® colored back covers are now
made from 100% recycled material and are 100% recyclable.
But with the goal of turning the One® even more sustainable
we´ve launched the bobike One® eco model which
incorporates 30% of recycled material in the exterior shell,
creating a unique seat.
Besides that, we´ve changed all the One® packaging making
it more efficient by reducing disposable items and ink.
The packaging is also now produced with FSC® materials.
The full production process was also revised to make it more
ecological and therefore reduce the CO2 emissions during the
One® production.
Component by component, step by step we are moving
towards a more sustainable future.

one® mighty mustard
A bee friendly color
For each seat sold in the mighty mustard color, we give a
percentage for Worldwide Bee Saving ONG. That’s just another
way to preserve the environment and reduce our ecological
footprint.

30

100% recyclable
100% safety
-250kg
disposable items
Per 1000 seats we will reduce 250kg of waste.
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one® eco

32

one® eco
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one®

one® eco

front and rear bicycle safety seat

Bobike One® eco, the best compromise between your child’s safety and the protection of the environment.
Through recycling technology, we are able to transform bicycle seats that are rejected in the production process
into new recycled material and incorporate it into the production of new seats. The back covers are currently
produced with 100% recycled material, and are 100% recyclable. The bobike One® eco also has the particularity
that the front shell is produced with 30% recycled material, which gives it that unique marbled look and no
two eco seats are the same. The best compromise achieved between sustainability and safety. Safety ﬁrst.
Our commitment to Planet Earth is to combine sustainability with technology to increase the amount of recycled material,
always ensuring safety.

E-BD

1P&E-BD

30%

recycled material

100%

recycled
material
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one® eco

one® eco mini
8012000017

ONE SYSTEM
FITS ALL

frame & carrier

1P & E-BD

one® eco maxi
E-BD / 8012100016
1P&E-BD / 8012200016

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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one® to conquer
the world
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one® mini
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one®

one® mini

front bicycle safety seat

The Bobike One® mini is a bicycle safety seat
that can be mounted on the front of your bike
and is suitable for children from approximately
9 months to 3 years of age, or a maximum
bodyweight of 15 kg. Mounting material for
smaller and wider steering tubes is included.
We have an adapter available for mounting the
seat on a bicycle equipped with an A-headset.

ﬁts round
head tubes
35 mm / 1,38 ”

product dimensions
630 x 380 x 260 mm
24,8 x 14,96 x 10,24 ”

child height
maximum
93 cm / 36,61 ”

standard
Ø 22-32 mm
0,87-1,26 ”
MTB 1-1/8 ”

product weight
2890 g / 6,37 lb

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

(mounting kit included)

tool
included

child weight
maximum
15 kg / 33 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 3 years

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Easy-click buckle can be operated with one hand.
Safety combination lock included.
Easily adjustable 3-point seatbelt.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Comfortable, waterproof, and shock absorbing EVA cushion.
Soft and comfortable shoulder pads - easy to clean.
Adjustable 3-point seatbelt.
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.

other features
The mounting block is suitable for either smaller or larger-diameter
tubes.
Assembly tool included.
Matching windscreens and helmets available.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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one® mini

ﬁerce ﬂamingo
8012000016

coffee brown
8012000012

bahama blue
8012000009

mighty mustard
8012000010

snow white
8012000002

urban black
8012000001

chocolate brown
8012000004

urban grey
8012000003

olive green
8012000008
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one®

one® windscreen+
to match your Bobike one® mini seat

The Bobike one® windscreen+ is made out of a sturdy, shockproof and fully transparent material. Its eye-catching design,
shape, and color accent match your Bobike one® mini safety seat perfectly. The screen is installed and removed in no time at
all. You place the Bobike one® windscreen+ directly onto the mounting bracket of your Bobike one® mini.
The windscreen can also be used in combination with the Bobike A-headset adapter.

product dimensions
577 x 394 mm
22,72 x 15,51 ”

product weight
1271 g / 2,80 lb
(mounting kit included)

tool
not included

other features
Extended polycarbonate screen.
Adjustable angle positioning.
Colors available to match the Bobike One® mini.
Note: Bracket and tools not included.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

ﬁerce ﬂamingo
8015500013

snow white
8015500002

urban black
8015500001

urban grey
8015500003

chocolate brown
8015500004

olive green
8015500008

bahama blue
8015500009

mighty mustard
8015500010

coffee brown
8015500012
packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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one® mini

one® mini spare parts
to replace a lost or damaged part of your Bobike one® mini seat

A-headset Adapter - accessory
With this adapter, you can easily mount a Bobike safety seat on a bike with an A-headset. An adjustable
stem remains usable, and the display or controller of an electric bike can also stay in place. The required
installation space is only 4mm.
Ref. 8015300139

Mini Combination Lock
Extra security and protection for your Bobike front seat or windscreen. The combination lock is easy to
install (see website for video guide) and ﬁts through the hole in the steel leg under the mounting block.
Ref. 8015300205

Universal Bracket
This mounting bracket is already included when you purchase a Bobike mini seat. If you want an additional bracket or need a replacement, this is the spare part you need. This bracket ﬁts standard steering tubes
Ø 22 to 32 mm and MTB bikes steering tubes: 1-1/8”. Meets EN14344 safety standard.

The measurements of the universal bracket are: 10 x 8 x 3,5 cm or 3,94 x 3,15 x 1,38” (W x D x H).
Ref. 8015300043

Footrests
Replacement footrests for the Bobike one® mini made out of 100% recycled material.
Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300146

Steel Windscreen Bar
Metal replacement windscreen attachment bar for your Bobike one® + windscreen. The bar ﬁts in the
same assembly block that is used to mount the seat. Improved for better stability.
Ref. 8015300215
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one® to conquer
the city
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one® maxi
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one®

one® maxi

rear bicycle safety seat for carrier or frame mount

The bobike One® maxi E-bd can be mounted on
bikes equipped with a luggage carrier with a 27
kg minimum load capacity. The EASY mounting
system for mounting the seat on the carrier is
included. The EASY mounting system ﬁts on ISO
11243 approved carriers.

The bobike One® maxi 1P & E-BD mounting
system features the particularity of having a
system that mounts on carriers and frames: One
system ﬁts all. It ﬁt’s on frames with round tubes
and on carriers in accordance with ISO 11243.

E-BD

1P&E-BD

120 - 175 mm
4,72 - 6,89 ”
carrier load capacity
minimum 27 kg / 59 lb

Ø 10 - 16 mm
Ø 0,39 - 0,63 ”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

80 mm
3,15 ”

ﬁts round
seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm
Ø 1,10 - 1,57”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

120 - 175 mm
4,72 - 6,89 ”
carrier load capacity
minimum 27 kg / 59 lb

Ø 10 - 16 mm
Ø 0,39 - 0,63 ”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

product dimensions
760 x 400 x 380 mm
29,92 x 15,75 x 14,96 ”

product weight
EB-D:
3280 g / 7,23 lb
1P&E-BD:
5515 g / 12,16 lb

tool
included

(mounting kit included)

child height
maximum
110 cm / 43,31”

child weight
maximum
22 kg / 48,5 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 6 years

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Back reﬂector for better visibility.
Easy-click buckle that can be operated using one hand.
Safety combination lock included.
EASY mounting system compatible with carriers in accordance
with ISO 11243.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Comfortable, waterproof, soft and shock absorbing EVA cushion.
Soft and comfortable shoulder pads.
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
Adjustabel 3-point seat belt.
Assembly tool included.

other features
EASY mounting system for quick installation and to easily place
the seat on a second bike.
One® System ﬁts all: ﬁt your seat either on frames or carriers
(special feature for 1P&E-BD).
Cool, gender neutral colors, matching the latest trends.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.
Awarded with Good Industrial Design in 2015.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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one® maxi

ONE SYSTEM
FITS ALL

frame & carrier

1P & E-BD

ﬁerce ﬂamingo
E-BD / 8012100015
1P&E-BD / 8012200015

olive green
E-BD / 8012100008
1P&E-BD / 8012200008

bahama blue
E-BD / 8012100009
1P&E-BD / 8012200009

coffee brown
E-BD / 8012100012
1P&E-BD / 8012200012

urban black
E-BD / 8012100001
1P&E-BD / 8012200001

chocolate brown
E-BD / 8012100004
1P&E-BD / 8012200004

urban grey
E-BD / 8012100003
1P&E-BD / 8012200003

snow white
E-BD / 8012100002
1P&E-BD / 8012200002

mighty mustard
E-BD / 8012100010
1P&E-BD / 8012200010
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one®

one® maxi spare parts
to replace a lost or damaged part of you Bobike one® maxi seat

Safety Belt
Replacement safety belt for the Bobike One®. Safety buckle that can be operated with one® hand, is included.
No tools needed.
Ref. 8015300223

Footrests
Replacement footrests for the Bobike One® maxi made out of 100% recycled material.
Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300175

Maxi Combination Lock
Extra security and protection for your Bobike seat, now available as a spare part. The combination lock is easy to
install (see website for video guide) and ﬁts through the little hole in the footrest part of your Bobike One® rear seat.
Length - 85 cm.
Ref. 8015300206

1P Mounting Set (Bar + Bracket)
For bikes without a carrier. If you want to mount a Bobike seat with EASY adjustment but your bike does not have a
carrier, or if your carrier is not compatible, the 1 Point Mounting Set is your solution. You mount it on the seat tube of
your bike and it will ﬁt frames with round tubes with a diameter between Ø 28-40 mm and is suitable for 26”, 28” bikes.
The 1-point Mounting Set complies with the EN 14344 safety standards.
Ref. 8015300145

1P Mounting Bar
Ref. 8015300141

1P Mounting Bracket (tool included)
Ref. 8015300142

E-bike Luggage Carrier– EASY
Mounting System (E-BD)
Bobike’s EASY mounting system ensures super quick installation and makes it a breeze to switch the seat
between bikes. The EASY mounting system ﬁts on carriers with a width of 120 - 175mm and was specially
designed to ﬁt on e-bikes and regular bicycles. The EASY mounting system complies with the EN 14344 safety
standards.
Ref. 8015300053

EASY Clamps for Wider and Special Shaped Carriers - accessory
Exchange the clamps of your EASY mount plate with these clamps for special carriers and safely mount a Bobike
One® on carriers with a width between 125-180 mm and with round or oval tubes with a diameter between 16-23 mm.
Ref. 8015300200
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one®

one® plus helmets
safety helmets xs & s

Let’s brighten up the streets. Our Bobike one safety seats are available in nine colors and we have helmets to match each and
every one of them. The colorful matte helmets feature an in-mold construction and an expanded protective area to increase
safety. The adjustable dial retention system ensures a perfect ﬁt. The chin straps are soft with chin pad and lock in a 3-point safety
harness. Two rear reﬂective stickers increase visibility when it gets dark out. A bug net will keep your child safe from ﬂying insects
and 10 cooling vents keep your child’s head cool. Standards EU regulation 2016/425 EN1078.

cephalic perimeter
XS 48-52 cm / 18,89-20,47”
S 52-56 cm / 20,47-22,05”

product weight
XS 210 g / 0,46lb
S 220 g / 0,49lb

urban black
XS / 8740800013
S / 8740900013

ﬁerce ﬂamingo
XS / 8740800012
S / 8740900012

bahama blue
XS / 8740800004
S / 8740900004

urban grey
XS / 8740800010
S / 8740900010

snow white
XS / 8740800008
S / 8740900008

mighty mustard
XS / 8740800011
S / 8740900011

chocolate brown
XS / 8740800007
S / 8740900007

olive green
XS / 8740800006
S / 8740900006

strawberry red
XS / 8740800009
S / 8740900009

coffee brown
XS / 8740800005
S / 8740900005

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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exclusive
plus
the bobike
international bestseller
just got better
Last year we have given the Exclusive line a make-over so
that this international bestseller complies even better with
the wishes and requirements of its fans by becoming even
more user-friendly.

So no more excuses, start exploring!

Life is outside. Being outside lifts
your spirits and is healthy for body
and mind. There is a world for you to
explore.

Why not start
today?
The Bobike Exclusive Plus is the perfect safety seat for families
that love being outdoors and like to go on longer rides or even
on cycling holidays with their children. It is our most protective
seat, which makes it perfect to start exploring the world.
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exclusive mini plus
living outdoors
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exclusive mini plus
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exclusive plus

exclusive mini plus
front bicycle safety seat

The Bobike Exclusive mini plus is the perfect
choice for longer trips. The seat features a
5-point seatbelt with soft paddings for extra
comfort. The small handlebar on the front
seat lets your baby actively participate. The
Bobike Exclusive mini plus is a bicycle safety
seat that mounts to the front of your bike and
is suitable for children from approximately
9 months to 3 years of age or a maximum
bodyweight of 15 kg.

ﬁts round
head tubes
35 mm / 1,38 ”

product dimensions
600 x 290 x 250 mm
23,62 x 11,42 x 9,84 ”

child height
maximum
93 cm / 36,61 ”

standard
Ø 22-32 mm
0,87-1,26 ”
MTB 1-1/8 ”

product weight
2440 g / 5,38 lb

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

(mounting kit included)

tool
included

child weight
maximum
15 kg / 33 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 3 years

restyling
New 5-point seatbelt.
New back plate with engraved logo.
New improved footrests support with new materials and metal
inserts for reinforced safety.

safety
Double-walled seat for extra safety.
Adjustable 5-point seatbelt.
Comfortable seatbelt with soft paddings.
Body-wrapping design for extra child safety.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Adjustable footrests in 5 positions, no tools needed.
Easy to adjust safety belt.
Assembly tool included.

other features
The mounting block comes with two options for smaller and
larger tubes.
The seat features a little handlebar that lets kids actively participate
in the ride.
Matching windscreens and helmets available.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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exclusive mini plus

toffee brown
8011000026

urban grey
8011000025

urban black
8011000021

denim deluxe
8011000024

safaric chic
8011000022

cinnamon brown
8011000023
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exclusive plus

exclusive windscreen
to match your Bobike exclusive mini plus seat

The Exclusive windscreen features a transparent, sturdy and shockproof screen, in combination with a hard plastic bottom in
a color to match your Exclusive mini plus seat. The windscreen can be installed and removed in no time at all, and installation
does not require the use of any tools. You just click it into the handlebar on the safety seat. The Exclusive windscreen can only be
used in combination with the Exclusive mini seat.

product dimensions
635 x 400 mm
250 x 157,48 ”

product weight
780 g / 1,73 lb
(mounting kit included)

tool
not included

safety
Sturdy transparent screen.
Impact resistant.

other features
Mounting system ﬁts the Bobike Exclusive mini
Seat – no extra tools required.
Available in 6 colors to match the Exclusive mini
seat.
Polycarbonate Screen & Sturdy ﬂap for optimal
protection.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

cinnamon brown
8015200015

urban black
8015200013

safari chic
8015200014

denim deluxe
8015200016

urban grey
8015200017

toffee brown
8015200018

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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exclusive mini plus

exclusive mini plus spare parts
to replace a lost or damaged part of your Bobike exclusive mini plus seat

Cushion + Pin
Replacement cushion for the Exclusive mini plus. Easy to clean, waterproof, and available in colors to match
your seat.
The cushion is only fastened onto the back of the seat. The other hole is meant for drainage and should remain
open.
Ref. Cushion 8015300241 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300242 (safari chic) | 8015300243 (cinnamon brown) |
8015300244 (denim deluxe) | 8015300220 (toffee brown)
Ref. Pin 8015300114

Shoulder Pads
The Exclusive mini plus features a new safety belt with comfortable shoulder pads. These shoulder pads are made out
of the same high quality, waterproof material as the cushion and come in a color to match the seat. The velcro closure
makes them easy to adjust and replace.
Ref. 8015300253 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300254 (safari chic) | 8015300255 (cinnamon brown)
8015300256 (denim deluxe) | 8015300257 (toffee brown)

Footrests + Footrests Straps
Replacement footrests for the Exclusive mini plus. Only available in black.
Ref. Footrests 8015300117
Ref. Straps 8015300137

Mini Combination Lock - accessory
Extra security and protection for your Bobike front seat. The combination lock is easy to install (see website for
video guide) and ﬁts through the hole in the steel leg under the mounting block.
Ref. 8015300205

A-headset Adapter - accessory
With this bracket, you can easily mount a Bobike safety seat on a bike with an A-headset. An adjustable stem
remains usable, and the display or controller of an electric bike can also stay in place. The required installation
space is only 4mm.
Ref. 8015300139

Universal Bracket
This mounting bracket is already included when you purchase a Bobike mini seat. If you want an additional
bracket or need a replacement, this is the spare part you need. This bracket ﬁts standard steering tubes
Ø 22 to 32 mm and MTB bikes steering tubes: 1-1/8”. Meets EN14344 safety standard.
The measurements of the universal bracket are: 10 x 8 x 3,5 cm or 3,94 x 3,15 x 1,38” (W x D x H).
Ref. 8015300043

Handlebar + Handlebar Screw
The Exclusive mini plus features a little handlebar that lets kids actively participate.
Ref. Handlebar 8015300120
Ref. Screw 8015300121

Windscreen Attachment Bar
This bar attaches the Exclusive windscreen to the rear part of the handlebar of the Exclusive mini seat.
Ref. 8015300122 (black) | 8015300161 (off-white) | 8015300162 (denim deluxe) | 8015300208 (urban grey) | 8015300259 (toffee
brown)
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exclusive maxi plus
living outdoors
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exclusive maxi plus
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exclusive plus

exclusive maxi plus
rear bicycle safety seat for frame and carrier mount

Bobike EASY mounting system ensures
super quick installation and makes it a breeze
to place the seat on a second bicycle. The seat
can be moved back and forward according to
any carrier and child size.
Carrier mounting system compatible with
carriers, in accordance with ISO 11243.

The new frame mounting sytem eliminates
the step of having to mount the Easy mount to
the frame bar because the mounting system
is already integrated in the frame bar. This
makes the seat lighter and easier to mount.
It ﬁts on round seat tubes and is speciﬁcally
designed to accommodate the brake cable
and avoid it being pinched. This system ﬁts on
bikes with or without a carrier.

only for
carriers

only for
frames

120 - 175 mm
4,72 - 6,89 ”
carrier load capacity
minimum 27 kg | 59 lb

Ø 10 - 16 mm
Ø 0,39 - 0,63 ”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

80 mm
3,15 ”

ﬁts round
seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm
Ø 1,10 - 1,57”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

product dimensions
760 x 370 x 350 mm
29,92 x 14,57 x 13,78 ”

product weight
carrier: 3305 g
7,29 lb
frame: 5540 g
12,21 lb

tool
included

(mounting kit included)

child height
maximum
110 cm / 43,31”

child weight
maximum
22 kg / 48,5 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 6 years

restyling
New frame mounting system
New 5-point seatbelt.
New LED light for increased safety
New back plate with engraved logo.

safety
Double-walled seat for extra safety.
Body-wrapping design for extra child safety.
Safety combination lock included.
Carrier mounting system compatible with carriers in accordance with ISO 11243 (carrier version).
LED light included for increased safety.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Footrest can be adjusted in 6 positions, no tools needed.
Adjustable 5-point seatbelt.
Small storage space in front.
Assembly tool included.

other features
Easy mounting system for quick installation and
to easily place the seat on a second bike.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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exclusive maxi plus

toffee brown
carrier / 8011200034
frame / 8011100029

safari chic
carrier / 8011200030
frame / 8011100025

denim deluxe
carrier / 8011200032
frame / 8011100027

urban black
carrier / 8011200029
frame / 8011100024

cinnamon brown
carrier / 8011200031
frame / 8011100026

urban grey
carrier / 8011200033
frame / 8011100028
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exclusive tour plus
living outdoors
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exclusive tour plus
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exclusive plus

exclusive tour plus
rear bicycle safety seat for frame and carrier mount

Bobike EASY mounting system ensures
super quick installation and makes it a breeze
to place the seat on a second bicycle. The seat
can be moved back and forward to be adjusted
according to any carrier and child size.
Carrier mounting system compatible with
carriers, in accordance with ISO 11243.

The new frame mounting sytem eliminates
the step of having to mount the Easy mount to
the frame bar because the mounting system is
already integrated in the seat. This makes the
seat lighter and easier to mount.
It ﬁts on round seat tubes and is speciﬁcally
designed to accommodate the brake cable
and avoid it being pinched. This system ﬁts on
bikes with or without a carrier.

only for
carriers

only for
frames

120 - 175 mm
4,72 - 6,89 ”
carrier load capacity
minimum 27 kg | 59 lb

Ø 10 - 16 mm
Ø 0,39 - 0,63 ”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

80 mm
3,15 ”

ﬁts round
seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm
Ø 1,10 - 1,57”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

product dimensions
760 x 370 x 350 mm
29,92 x 14,57 x 13,78 ”

product weight
carrier: 4030 g
8,89 lb
frame: 5900 g
13 lb

tool
included

(mounting kit included)

child height
maximum
110 cm / 43,31”

child weight
maximum
22 kg / 48,5 lb

child age
recommended
9 months - 6 years

restyling
New frame mounting system.
New 5-point seatbelt.
New back plate with engraved logo.

safety
Adjustable head protection expanded shell up to 10 cm – ideal
for long rides and for e-bike tours.
LED light included for increased safety.
Double-walled seat for extra safety.
Body-wrapping design for extra child safety.
Safety combination lock included.
Meets EN14344 safety standard.

comfort
Footrest can be adjusted in 6 positions, no tools needed.
Adjustable 5-point seatbelt.
Assembly tool included.

other features
Easy mounting system for quick installation and
to easily place the seat on a second bike.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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exclusive tour plus

grows with
your child
10 cm/3,93”
extra comfort
for the child

cinnamon brown
carrier / 8011400046
frame / 8011300034

denim deluxe
carrier / 8011400047
frame / 8011300035

urban grey
carrier / 8011400048
frame / 8011300036

safari chic
carrier / 8011400045
frame / 8011300033

urban black
carrier / 8011400044
frame / 8011300032

toffee brown
carrier / 8011400049
frame / 8011300037
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exclusive plus

exclusive maxi & tour plus spare parts
to replace a lost or damaged part of your Bobike exclusive maxi & tour plus seat
Cushion + Pin
Replacement cushion for the Exclusive maxi and tour plus. Easy to clean, waterproof, and available
in colors to match your seat. The cushion is only fastened onto the back of the seat. The other hole is
meant for drainage and should remain open.
Ref. Cushion maxi 8015300245 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300246 (safari chic)
8015300247 (cinnamon brown) | 8015300248 (denim deluxe) | 8015300221 (toffee brown)

maxi

tour

Ref. Cushion tour 8015300249 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300250 (safari chic)
8015300251 (cinnamon brown) | 8015300252 (denim deluxe) | 8015300222 (toffee brown)
Ref. Pin 8015300114

Shoulder Pad
The Exclusive maxi and tour plus feature a new safety belt with comfortable shoulder pads. These shoulder
pads are made out of the same high quality, waterproof material as the cushion and come in a color to match
the seat. The Velcro closure makes them easy to adjust and replace.
Ref. 8015300253 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300254 (safari chic) | 8015300255 (cinnamon brown)
8015300256 (denim deluxe) | 8015300257 (toffee brown)

Maxi Combination Lock
Extra security and protection for your Bobike seat, now available as a spare part.
The combination lock is easy to install (see website for video guide) and ﬁts through the two little holes in the
storage part of your Bobike Exclusive rear seat. Length - 85 cm.
Ref. 8015300206

Frame Mount
This new metal frame mounting bar eliminates the step of having to mount the Easy mount to the
frame bar because the mounting system is already integrated.
Ref. 8015300219

Mounting Bracket (tool included)
Ref. 8015300142

E-bike Luggage Carrier– EASY Mounting System (E-BD)
Bobike’s EASY mounting system ensures super quick installation and makes it a breeze to place the
seat on a second bike. The EASY mounting system ﬁts on carriers with a width of 120 - 175mm and was
specially designed to ﬁt on both e-bikes and regular bicycles. The EASY mounting system complies
with the EN 14344 safety standards.
Ref. 8015300053

EASY clamps for wider and special shaped carriers - accessory
Exchange the clamps of your EASY mount plate with these clamps for special carriers and safely mount a
Exclusive maxi on carriers with a width between 125-180 mm and with round or oval tubes with a diameter
between 16-23 mm.
Ref. 8015300200

LED light
Replacement LED light is now available as a spare part. The LED light is easy to install and can also be
mounted on the previous models Exclusive maxi and tour as well.
Ref. 8015300204
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exclusive

exclusive helmets
safety helmets xs & s

The sophisticated Exclusive seat now has a high-end helmet to match the look. With an in-mold construction, this matte-colored
model features increased back safety protection, along with reﬂective safety stickers to increase your child’s visibility on the
road. With 11 vents to help keep your child’s head cool, the helmet also features a bug net to keep your child safe from ﬂying
insects. The comfortable DIAL system and the thermoformed inner paddings will increase the ﬁt and comfort for everyday use.
Standards EU regulation 2016/425 EN1078.

cephalic perimeter
XS 46-52 cm / 18,11-20,47”
S 52-56 cm / 20,47-22,05”

product weight
XS 200 g / 0,44lb
S 220 g / 0,49lb

denim deluxe
XS / 8742000001
S / 8742100001

urban grey
XS / 8742000004
S / 8742100004

cosy cream
XS / 8742000008
S / 8742100008

toffee brown
XS / 8742000009
S / 8742100009

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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safety
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Classic Junior
Plus
Bobike Classic Junior Plus restyling

70

Every brand needs
a good Classic.

Ours just get
even better!
Our Classic Junior Plus has been the go-to
junior seat for many years now. No frills,
just a sleek, functional design. It offers
support for children that are old enough to
sit independently on the back of your bike
but cannot quite cover longer distances by
themselves. The Junior Plus features now a
new more user-friendly mounting system
and improved feet and wheel protectors. Its
foldable design is a plus when you need to
carry extra luggage.
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Every brand
needs a good Classic

72

Classic Junior Plus
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classic junior plus

Classic junior Plus
rear bicycle safety seat for frame mount

The Classic Junior Plus, the go-to junior seat
for many years now, is now improved and
features a new frame mounting system, new
feet, and wheel protection, and a brown color
has been added to the collection.
The new system is compatible with a wider
range of bicycles and is easier to mount.
The Classic Junior Plus offers support for
children from 6 to 10years old, up to 35kg, and
that are old enough to sit independently on the
back of your bike but cannot quite cover longer
distances by themselves. The lap belt keeps
them from standing up. The seat includes a
convenient bag bracket and when not in use,
the seat folds down and can be used as a
multifunctional carrier.

80 mm
3,15 ”

only for
frames

product dimensions
320 x 250 x 380 mm
12,60 x 9,84 x 14,96 ”

Note: if your bicycle has a luggage carrier, it’s only
possible to mount a Bobike Classic Junior Plus if the
luggage carrier has a maximum width of 160 mm,
due to the footrests’ width.

child height
minimum
110 cm / 43,31”

ﬁts round
seat tubes
Ø 28 - 40 mm
Ø 1,10 - 1,57”

e-bike ﬁtting
up to 25 km/h

product weight
4335 g / 9,56 lb
(mounting kit included)

tool
included

child weight
maximum
≤ 35 kg / 77.16 lb

child age
recommended
above 6 years

restyling
New color.
New Frame Mounting System.
New waterproof cushion.
New retractable Footrests.
New wheel protector.

safety
Retractable footrests and wheel protectors - included with the
seat.
The footrests offer ergonomic support for the child.
The hip belt prevents children from standing up.

comfort
Adjustable lap belt.
Waterproof cushion.
Frame Mounting System – can be used on bicycles with and
without carrier.

other features
Slim & foldable design (space saver).
Classic style.
When folded, can also be used to carry an object or a small bag
– up to 5kg.
Convenient bag bracket included – up to 1kg.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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classic junior plus

Coffee Brown
8010500006

black
8010500005
801
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classic junior plus

classic junior plus spare parts
to replace a lost or damaged part of your Classic Junior Plus seat

Metal Frame Mounting bar
Replacement metal frame mounting bar for the Classic Junior Plus seat.
Ref. 8015300295

1P Mounting Bracket (tool included)
Ref. 8015300142

Footrests with Feet Protection.
The new footrests with feet protection plates prevent little feet from getting caught between the spokes. The
plates and footrest are included. Keep your child from getting injured.
Black Ref. 8640400005
Coffee Brown Ref. 8640400006

Bobike Classic Junior Plus Cushion
Replacement cushion for the Classic Junior Plus. Easy to clean and waterproof.
Black Ref. 8015300293
Coffee Brown Ref. 8015300294

Bobike Classic Junior Lap Belt
Replacement 2-point safety belt for the Bobike Classic Junior.
Ref. 8015300027

Universal Foldable Footrest
Ref. 8015300001

Universal Foldable Footrest
Ref. 8015300002

Universal Footrest (not foldable)
Ref. 8015300003

Universal Foldable Footrest (axle mount)
Ref. 8015300004

Universal Foldable Footrest (axle mount)
Ref. 8015300005
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bobike
accessories
for your bobike seats
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bobike accessories

Bobike Sleep Roll
handlebar with Support Roll

The Bobike Sleep Roll is produced using 50% sugarcane - a renewable bio-based material, making this accessory more
sustainable and environmentally friendly.
The Sleep Roll features a soft-touch, ideal for your baby to rest his head and is easy to clean. Available in two pearlescent colors
that match all safety seat colors as well as the current bicycle trends. A musthave for families that go on longer rides or have
small children.
In the Exclusive range, it will ﬁt directly in the Exclusive mini handlebar, for the Go® and the One® Mini, it comes with a special
support handlebar that will ﬁt the seat and the mini holder.

product dimensions
109 x 264 x 100mm /4.29 x 10.39 x 3.94 ”
with support bar:
270 x 264 x 100 mm / 10.63 x 10.39 x 3.94 ”

product weight
206 g / 0.45 lb
with support bar:
459 g / 1.01 lb

Sleep Roll

Golden Brown

Pearl Grey

Works only on the exclusive
mini plus handlebar

8015300292

8015300268

Sleep Roll
with Support Bar

Golden Brown

Pearl Grey

8015300291

8015300267

for Bobike Go® & one® mini
packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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bobike accessories

Bobike Poncho
Multifunctional thermal child and seat cover to keep your baby warm and dry

The weather should never be a reason for you not to use your bike. In order to make your daily commute as comfortable
possible, no matter the weather, we partnered up with Tucano Urbano to create the softest, warmest winter cover.
The poncho has a thermal ﬂeece lining, is completely wind- and waterproof and has a stowaway hood for your child that offers
plenty of space to wear over a helmet. Reﬂective details ensure that you and your child are extra visible in the darker days of
the year.
When the child is not in the seat you can easily adjust the poncho so it functions as a rain cover for the seat.

product dimensions
mini: 102 x 75 mm /4.01 x 2.95 ”
maxi: 105 x 90 mm / 4.13 x 3.54 ”

product weight
mini: 550 g / 1.21 lb
maxi: 850 g / 1.87 lb

safety
Reﬂective bands for increased road visibility.
Rain hood is compatible with helmet usage.
In compliance with REACH regulations.
Compatible with Bobike Combination Lock.

comfort
Waterproof and windproof outer layer
Sealed zipper to storage the hood cap/rain cover.
Adjustable hood cap.
The rain cape for the child (stowed in the front pocket)
becomes a rain cover for the bike seat.
3 positions for protecting the child – chest, neck, head.
The Maxi version contains spread springs in the back
and in the legs area preventing the rain to wet the
Poncho and the kid.
Easy to install and to remove - quick handling: one
simple movement to open and close without the
need to disassemble the seat.
Easy to clean just with soap and water.

other features
Interior material: 100% polyester.
Outer material: 100% polyamide.
Waterprooﬁng: 5000mm water.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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Bobike Poncho mini
8015300262

Bobike Poncho maxi
8015300263
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bobike accessories

Bobike Rain Cover
rain cover for bobike mini & maxi seats

Bobike Rain cover protects your Bobike safety seat against rain, snow, or hail. It is available in 3 different sizes that ﬁt all your
Bobike maxi and mini seats. Only the two older models come with a pouch. Not the black one. So it’s really easy to store and
carry with you.

product weight
mini: 46 g / 0.10 lb
maxi: 120 g / 0.26 lb

product dimensions
mini: 470 x 370 mm /18.5 x 14.56 ”
maxi: 840 x 500 mm / 33.07 x 19.68 ”

Rain Cover Maxi
for Bobike Go maxi, one maxi, and Exclusive plus Maxi & Tour

8015300048

Rain Cover Mini

Rain Cover Mini

for Bobike Go and one® mini

for Exclusive plus mini

8015300044

8015300045
packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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bobike accessories

Bobike Kids Bottle
water bottles for kids

Bobike has a new collection of kids water bottles to keep your kid hydrated during his play.
All Bobike water bottles are BPA free with a capacity of 350 ml / 11.83 ﬂ oz.
These bottles also feature a soft push-pull tip, a regular Hi-Flow of liquid and they have an ergonomic grip, specially designed
for tiny hands. The bottles are made of food-grade polyethylene and food-grade polyoleﬁn plastomer and they comply with
the food contact regulation 10/2011.

350 ml
11.83 ﬂ oz

product weight
52.7 g / 0.12 lb

Bobike Pink Unicorn
8643100055

Bobike Best Friends
8643100054

Bobike Yellow Bottle
8643100053
packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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transport
& mobility
other ways to move with bobike
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bobike trailer
2 in 1
The all-new Bobike trailer is a lightweight 2-in-1 trailer
and stroller that is speciﬁcally designed for families
with an active lifestyle.
With the Bobike bicycle trailer you get the most out of your active lifestyle. You can share it
with your children, no matter the season or your destination.

Bobike balance bike
training bicycles for toddlers
89

bobike
trailer

for 1 or 2 kids, or cargo

90

for biking

for strolling

With the Bobike bicycle trailer, you can get the
most out of your active lifestyle.

The Bobike Trailer comes with all the necessary
accessories to easily transform your trailer into
a stroller.

No matter the season or the destination
your daily commuting has been made easier
with this lightweight and easy-to-use trailer.
You can easily couple the trailer to your
bicycle and tackle with 1 or 2 kids plus a
small cargo on the back trunk (max. 44kg)
If you are riding and need extra space to
transport additional cargo (max.25kg), you can
easily fold the kids’ seat and get a bigger area
for cargo transport.

The stroller features a soft-touch handlebar
adjustable in 4 positions, making your tour
even more pleasant. In the inside you will ﬁnd
a wide cockpit with extra pockets for small
items, along with a protective foot mat and a
comfortable seat and 5-point retention system
for 1 or two kids.
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Keep moving.
The world is waiting for you.
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bobike trailer
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transport & mobility

Bobike Trailer
multifunctional bicycle trailer & stroller for 1 or 2 kids

The Bobike Trailer is a multifunctional bicycle
trailer that can be used as a bicycle trailer or
a stroller. To use it as a trailer just connect it to
the bicycle wheel with the provided mounting
system.
Bobike Trailer can comfortably carry one or
two children inside.
The head protection, the net, the soft cushion,
and 5-point safety harness system will keep
children comfortable and safe during the ride.
Easily go for a walk with your children in the
Stroller mode. You just need to retract the
front metallic bar, adjust the handlebar, and
install the front wheel. In just a few seconds,
without needing any tools you’re ready to go.
It can also be used as cargo transport to carry
your sports equipment or shopping bags.

trailer
for biking

trailer
for strolling

2 in 1
5kg

for biking

children & cargo
max. load capacity
44 kg / 97 lb

20kg

compatible bicycle
wheels: 9mm
quick-release type
rear wheels & solid
wheel axles up to 10mm

e-bike ﬁtting
advised speed:
16km/h / 10mph
max speed:
25km/h / 15mph

product dimensions
1090 x 1570 x 810 mm
41,91 x 61,81 x 31,89 ”

(mounting kit included)

child height
maximum
105 cm / 41,33”

child age
recomended
9 months - 6 years

5kg

cargo
maxi. load capacity
25 kg / 55 lb

tools needed
not included

product weight
16 kg / 35 lb

seating
positions
1 or 2 children

safety
4 high visibility reﬂective devices on the front and sides.
Reﬂective stripes all around the trailer.
20’’ wheels with a reﬂective line.
Safety ﬂag included for better visibility on the road.
Top screen for better children control.
Adjustable 5-point harness system for carrying comfortably 1 or 2 kids.
Parking brake integrated.
Safety wrist strap for strolling.

comfort
Water-resistant fabric.
2 layers on the front - rain cover and protection mesh against insects.
Panoramic view from the inside with large side and front screens
providing a good experience for the child.
Ergonomic design for helmet use - mandatory for the biking version.
Vented top window for better airﬂow.
Elastic strap to store front cover layers when not in use.
Comfortable and washable interior with soft padding.
Removable rubber ﬂoor - easy to clean.
Incorporated suspension adjustable in 2 modes (softer/harder) to
make the ride smoother.
Adjustable soft-touch handlebar in 4 positions for stroller mode.
Easy trailer/stroller and kids/cargo conversion without the need for tools.

other features
Easily foldable for storage or transportation.
Compatible with 9mm quick-release wheels and solid axles (up to
10mm).
Stroller - easy to convert into cargo trailer.
Extra Luggage compartment in the back.
3 inside pockets - 2 on front and 1 on the back.
According to EN 15918 and EN 1888.
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packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.

Bobike trailer 2 in 1

stroller version

trailer version

bobike trailer
8616000001
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Keep moving.
The world is waiting for you.
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balance bike
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transport & mobility

Bobike balance bike
training bicycle for toddlers

The Balance Bike has a built-in handlebar limiter that helps the little rider to control how far he or she turns the handlebars.
The handles are made of comfortable rubber. The ergonomically shaped seat is adjustable in height so that the child can enjoy
the balance bike for as long as possible. The shock-absorbing 240 mm wheels made of EVA material offer extra comfort and
cannot be punctured. The Balance Bike comes in two color combinations.

product dimensions
800 x 405 x 500 mm
31,5 x 15,94 x 16,69 ”

child weight
maximum

25 kg / 55,12 lb

product weight
3 kg / 6,61 lb

tool
included

child age
recommended
2 - 5 years

safety
Steering limiter to help children maintain control of the
handlebar.
Children are seated so that they can reach the ground
during their ride and ﬁnd their balance.
Meet CE-EN71.
• This item is considered a toy.
• Not to be used on public roads.
• Item must be used under parental supervision.

comfort
Ø 240 mm EVA wheels and shock absorber for extra
comfort for your child.
Soft cushion on the seat.
Back support in the saddle preventing the child from
slipping.
Soft grips for extra comfort on your child’s bike.

other features
Adjustable seat height
g in 3 p
positions ((320-335-350 mm).)
Foldable wheel for
or easy storage.
Easy to assemble..
Tools included.

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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Bobike balance bike

Adjustable up
to 3 positions.

denim deluxe
8612000004

Steering
limiter

cotton candy pink
8612000003
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Safety
helmets
safety is our main concern

Bobike has one
mission: to help you
and your family
discover the world
in a healthy, happy,
and safe way.
Offer yourself and your child extra protection with a Bobike helmet.
Our wide range of helmets will deﬁnitely offer you a
helmet that ﬁts your Bobike seat and your style.

All Bobike helmets are approved and meet the EU
regulation 2016/425 EN1078 safety standard.
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Exploring the world
safely
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helmets
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helmets

kids plus helmets
safety helmets xs & s

With an in-mold construction, this model features increased back safety protection. Reﬂective safety decals increase the child’s
visibility on the road. The helmet is available in 6 different graphic designs which will match your children imagination and size.
With 11 vents to keep your baby cool, the helmets also have an integrated bug net that protects your baby from ﬂying insects.
The slim DIAL system and the thermoformed inner paddings, and chin pad will increase ﬁt and comfort. The soft colors and
cute designs will make the little baby’s look even cuter. Extra set of paddings included. Meets Standards EU regulation 2016/425
EN1078.

cephalic perimeter
XS 46-52 cm / 18,11-20,47”
S 52-56 cm / 20,47-22,05”

product weight
XS 200 g / 0,44lb
S 220 g / 0,49lb

xs helmet

Bobike ahoy
8742000005

Bobike ballerina
8742000006

Bobike teddy bear
8742000007

Bobike dino
8742100005

Bobike pinky zebra
8742100007

Bobike navy stars
8742100006

s helmet

packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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helmets

Bobike city
safety helmets

Bobike CITY Helmet is a trendy, compact and lightweight helmet for you to easily manoeuvre through the city with a lot of
style. The cream and urban grey colors will match any outﬁt and a wide range of city bike styles. With a removable visor, a bug
net, a chin pad protector, and thermoformed set of inner paddings (extra set included), the Bobike CITY is another step of the
Bobike brand to improve family safety. The helmet features an in-mold construction that has 10 vents to keep you cool and
comfortable. A rear reﬂective sticker offers increased visibility on the road. Meets Standards EU regulation 2016/425 EN1078.

cephalic perimeter
M 52-58 cm / 20,47-22,83 ”
L 56-61 cm / 22,04-24,01 ”

product weight
XS 285 g / 0,62 lb
S 300 g / 0,66 lb

urban grey (M) / 8741300002
urban grey (L) / 8741300003

cream (M) / 8741300001
cream (L) / 8741300004
packaging
this product is sold
in an individual box.
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POP & POS
bobike promotional material

Bobike bicycle display – Dutch style
Bobike has developed an original display solution for retail stores. The solution offers the opportunity to display every kind of seat from the
Bobike range. That way, you can display the different mounting systems as well as the mini seats and their windscreens. All the spare parts
are also available.

SET Dutch bicycle display
For frame and carrier mounted seats – the set includes the bicycle and the wheels.
The luggage carrier is also included. Child seats not included.

Extra set of bicycle wheels for the display
Ref. 8982500002

Ref. 90674

Extra luggage carrier for bicycle display
For carrier mounted seats (included in the set).
Ref. 8982400003

Stickers

Promotional Colors Set

Bobike Grey sticker

Bobike white sticker

Authorized dealer

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

100mm

100mm

Ref. 8015300236

Ref. 8015300230

Ref. 8015300233

400mm Ref. 8015300231

400mm Ref. 8015300234

900mm Ref. 8015300232

900mm Ref. 8015300235

Go®
Ref. 8015300197

One®
Ref. 8015300198

Exclusive Plus
Ref. 8015300199

Hooks
Create an appealing wall display with our speciﬁc Bobike hooks. The hooks are suitable for slatwall and tegometall.

for Bobike mini seats

for Bobike maxi seats

for all Bobike seats

for helmets

for Euroslot

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

(5 units)

(15 units)

for Euroslot
10 cm (15 units)

Ref.
8015300112

Ref.
8015300113

Ref.
8015300114

Ref.
8981800002

Ref.
8981800001

Ref.
8982800009
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Bobike magnetic banner
Complete your Bobike wall display and allow for shopping, by adding this magnetic brand banner at the top of the wall display.
Dimensions: 990 x 300 mm. Sold as a single unit.
Ref. 8015300229

Ref. 8015300228

Ref. 8015300124

Bobike
glass bottle

Bobike
lanyard

Bobike
cotton bag

Bobike 2022

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

Ref. 8015300272 - EN

Ref. 8015300276

Ref. 8015300278

Ref. 8015300277

Ref. 8015300273 - NL

Catalogue

Promotional Flyer
Ref. 8015300274 - EN
Ref. 8015300275 - NL

Bobike t-shirts & polos
Bobike T-shirt

Bobike T-shirt

Bobike Polo

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit)

(Sold as a single unit).

Ref. 8015300279 (XS)
Ref. 8015300280 (S)
Ref. 8015300281 (M)
Ref. 8015300282 (L)
Ref. 8015300283 (XL)
Ref. 8015300284 (XXL)

Ref. 8015300285 (XS)
Ref. 8015300286 (S)
Ref. 8015300287 (M)
Ref. 8015300288 (L)
Ref. 8015300289 (XL)
Ref. 8015300290 (XXL)

Ref. 8015300264 (S)
Ref. 8015300238 (M)
Ref. 8015300239 (L)
Ref. 8015300240 (XL)
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safety seats
comparison list
Go® Mini

For children 9-15 kg

Go® For Frames
(frame mount)

Go® For Carriers
(carrier mount)

•

One® 1P & E-Bd
(frame mount)

One® E-Bd
(carrier mount)

•

•

•
•

For children 9-22 kg

One® Mini

•

For children 22-35 kg
To place on the front Head
Tube (ø22-32mm)

•

•

To place on the frame
(ø28 -40mm)

•

•

To place on the frame
(ø28 -50mm)
To place on the carrier
(120-185mm/120-175mm)

•

•

•

(120-185mm)

(120-175mm)

(120-175mm)

Matching Windscreen
available

•

Matching Helmet available

•

•

•

•

•

•

Double-Walled safety

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Increased Head Protection
Adjustable Foot Rests

•

Safety Back Reﬂector

•

Safety LED Light
Safety Seatbelt.

•

•

•

•

•

•

3-point

3-point

3-point

3-point

3-point

3-point

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ability to place the belt
in different height positions
TÜV approved
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•

Exclusive Mini Plus

Exclusive Maxi Plus
(frame mount)

Exclusive Maxi Plus
(carrier mount)

Exclusive Tour Plus
(frame mount)

Exclusive Tour Plus
(carrier mount)

•

•

•

•

Classic Junior Plus
(frame mount)

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

(120-175mm)

(120-175mm)

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5-point

5-point

5-point

5-point

5-point

2-point

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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dutch design
made in europe
loved all over the world
Australia
Austria
Belarus
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
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Croatia
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece

Hungary
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Latvia
Lithuania
Mexico
Netherlands

New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Singapore
Slovakia

Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Ukraine

United Arab
Emirates
United
Kingdom
Uruguay
USA

